ReaderTT.config = {"pagecount":100,"title":"SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT TEMKIN, M.I.  - TEMKINA, B.Y.","author":"","subject":"SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT TEMKIN, M.I.  - TEMKINA, B.Y.","keywords":"Z~ .7  OSTROVSKIY, V.Ye.; KARPOVICII, I.R.; KULIKOVA, JIMFIN, M.I.  Calorimeter for meas-uring the heats of cheminorption at elevater-  temperatures. Zhur. fiz. khim. 37 no.11:2596-2600 11163.  (MIRA 17,-2)  1. Fiziko-khimicheskly institTit rpova, Mosk-,ra.  ROME,-    NAKHMANOVICH, M.L.; MOROZOV, N.M.; BUAD2E, L.G.; TEMKIN, M.I.  Kinetics of the catalytic eVchange of deuterium between water  vapor and hydrogen on various surfaces. Dokl. AN SSSR 148  no.6:1346-1349 F 163. (MIRA 16:3)  1. Fiziko-khimicheskiy institut im. L.Ya.Karpova. Predstavleno  akademikom N.M.Zhavoronkovym.  (Catalysis) (Water vapor) (F~euterium)    '. 1 1 , ~ -- \". -'t, .u `~C , -- , , . ~' 4 , -, ~ \"~ ~' \", , ',I.- \"~ .- 4 ,  TEMKIN, M.I.  Kinetics of statlonary reactions. Dokl. nH SSSSR 152 no.1:156-159  S 163. (MA 16:9)  1. Predstavleno akademikom A.N.Frumkinym.  (Chemioal reaction, Rate of)    SMIRFOV, I.A.; MOROZOV, W.A.; TEMKIN, M.I.  ,Kinetics of a=onia synth6dis when this catalyst is pol:wnei t-/  water vapor. Dokl. AN SSSR 153 no.2086-389 N 163. (MIRA 16zl2)  1. Fiziko-khimicheskiy institut im. L.Ya.Karpova. Predstavleno  akademikom N.M.Zhavoronkovym.  -7    OISTROVSK I Y , V.Yr4 . ; KU P KO\"iA ~ if. ~' . ; k:f I A l'-SCIN , t %`)i . ; T;--MK IN, ',!. 1 ~  Kinetics of the ox.J.dOA(in rl' ethylene fcs athylenEt rx'je rin a  C. 110.  selenium-protnoted 313v(,Ar c!ltuLYiL. Kin. J kat. \" 3 :4(,9-47?  My-~je 164. (,-4111,A 17:11)  I -povu  1 Fizlko-khimicheokly instit,.at imerii Kai -    111) K l YAN,~',',Vi, L.I.; TEMNIN,  -1  y I I oys n an' cobalt.  ,int!tlcs of synthesis on a,- Of irr,  Kin. i k-at. 6 no.1:82-98 ja-F 165. (MIRA )8:6)  1. Fiziko-kh'imichoskiy institut imeni Karpova, llookva.    . \". ., ~t, ;-F~l - . I ; !. - ~ .  -,;7 - - . I , - 'I , -,-, - ~ I - - . -  - I . . ~ I ..: ~~: , - -- ~j . -.'- , -  1 :1. % r',,,.,A -, ~i;, - T .-7 1. - I -  -': I I I . I . 1 .1 . - . 11 ~f J, - , I ~~,! g 1, u , , -- I ,- \", ~ '.      SHCHTBRYAp G*Goj MOROZOrp N.M.j T34KINp M.I*  Kinetics and mechanism of catalytic reaction between carbca  monoxide and water vapor. Part le Reaction on forroahromium  oxide catalyst* tins i kats, 6 no* W057-1068 N-V 165  (MIRA 191l)  le Fisiko-khimicbeekiy inatitut imeni Karpava. Submitted  February 13# 1965#    SHCHIBRYA, G.G.; MOROZOT, N.M.; TF14KIIII, M.I.  Kinetics and mechanism of a catalytic reactior between carban  monoxide and water vapor. Part 2: Ret~ctlon on a zinc-,(-~romiun  copper oxide catalyst. Kin. I kate 6 no, 6:1115-13-17 N-D t65  (VIRA 1-9t1)  1. FJziko-;,himicheskiy Jnstitut, imeni Tarpova, ~37ub-.-Itted  February 13, 1965.        ~ TWIN, -H*I.. .1  Kinetic equations of complex reactions deduced by a graphic  method. Dokl. AN SSSR 165 no.3:615-61.8 N 165.  (MMA 18: U)  1. Fiziko-khimicheakiy inBtitut im. LYa. Karpova. Submitted  April 22p 1965.    LEVITINO S.G., In2h.; TEMKIN, M.S., inzh.  Frobleno of designing roll stabilizers with maneuverable  lateral fins before prelimimry ship drawings. Sudostroenie  27 no.9:18-21 S *61. (KIRA 14:11)  (Stability of ships)    s/195/6o/ool/003/006/013  B013/BO56  AUTHORS. Bykhovskiy, V. K., Temkin, 0. N.  TITLE: On the Problem of the Mechanism of the Homogeneous Catalytic  Activation of Monomolecular Hydrogen  PERIODICAL: Kinetika i kataliz, 1960, Vol. 1, No. 3, PP- 374 - 378  TEXT: With the aid of existing experimental material, the authors ex-  plained the problem of the mechanism of the homogeneous catalytic acti-  vation of molecular hydrogen with various catalysts. A transition state  is suspected under participation of a loosening molecular orbit of the  ligand (H2) (dative bond). Some possible models of the treasition state  during the hydrogen activation were tested. The conception of the domi  nating significance of a donor-acceptor bond corresponds in the transitions'  state to the complex +  o r H  2. In this case the effects  Card 1/4    On the Problem of the Mechanism of the  Homogeneous Catalytic Activation of  Monomolecular Hydrogen  S/195/60/001/003/006/013  B013/BO58  due to the possibility of a dative bond can be viewed on the following  'H  models: and (dative bond with unpaired electron  or unshared electron pair respectively). In these particles bond energy  and internuclear show a correlation with the order of bond (Table) so  that certain conclusions may be drawn for complexes with unknown parame-  ters, on the basis of the order of bond. The conditions of linkage,  determined on models of transition complexes, confirm the supposition  expressed and uncover a Joint trend in the mechanism of activation of  saturated and unsaturated molecules (H 2.'C2H2 , C2H etc.). This trend is  tantamount to the participation of loosening moleedlar orbits, of the  activated molecules and agrees with the experimental data on the reactia's  of these compounds. The proposed mechanism gives a satisfadt)ry expla-,  nation for the difference in the catalytic activity of metal ions, for  Card 2/4    On the Problem of the Mechanism of the  Homogeneous Catalytic Activation of  Monomolecular Hydrogen  S/195/60/001/003/006/013  BO13/BO58  the effect of ligands as well as'for the mechanism of activation  with particles of the type R , OH , NH 2 etc. Thanks are expressed  to T. K. Rebane by the authors for discussing the study. Ya. K.  Syrkin and Kucherov are mentioned. 'There are 1 table and 28 refer-  ences: 12 Soviet, 8 US, 3 German, 1 Japanese, and 1 Swiss.  ASSOCIATION: Moskovskiy institut tonkoy khimicheskoy tekhnologii  im. M. V. Lomonosova (Moscow Institute of Fine  Chemical Technology imeni M. V. Lomonosov).  Fiziko-khimicheskiy institut im. L. Ya. Karpova  (Physicoch6mical Institute imeni L. Ya. Karpov)  SUBMITTED: March 12, 1960  Card 3/4,    S/19 6o/ool/003/006/013  B01 3YE058  Kom- - orxAox Smeprup %~JK7.ffqep  \"AcRe c 803M ft rac  !P CDXVI. Of *OC r&CCYO  4 Mu PIMA  A  H; 0  1/2 2,73 1,07 Pli  HA J/2 2.4 0,86 (26)0  H., 1/3 - -  H, 1 4,74 0,74  H+  2/3 - -  Legend to the Tabl 0: 0haracteristics of the modol-complexoD.  1) complexi 2) order of bond; 3) bond energy, ev; 4) internuclear  distance; 5) references.  Card 4/4    5.3400 77925   SOV/79-30-2-76/78  AUTHORS: Temkin, 0. N., German, E. D., Flid, R, M.  TITLE: Letters to the Editor, The Part of Proton Acids in   Certain Catalytic Conversions of Acetylene  PERIODICAL: Zhurnal obshchey khimli, 196o, Vol 30, Nr 2, p 699 (USSR)  ABSTRACT: The relation between metal ton activity in solution ard   proton activity in the addition reactions of acetylene   was investigated. Hydration of acetylene was carried   out in contact solution containing Cu2SO4-'H2SO4. The   latter was prepared by boiling CUS04 + H2SO4 with metallic   copper In nitrogen. The concentration of CuSO 4 in all   cases was 0.0128 mole. It was established that con-   version of acetylene decreases with increase of the   acid concentration, caused by formation of copper   acetylides, until concentration of acid reaches 10%.   At this point, acetaldehyde Is formed. Introduction  Card 1/2 of the acetylene into solution decreases potential of    Letters to the Editor. The Part of Proton 77925  Acids In Certain Catalytic Conversions SOV/79-~0-2-76/-t8  of Acetylene  the copper electrode from E 1 to E2' Passing nitrogen  through the contact solution increases this potential  to a value smaller than E 1* It was established that  the termination of the formation of acetylides and the  maximum concentration of acetaldehyde takes place  at a definite ratio of potential to proton activity,  There are 5 Soviet references.  Card 2/2    TEMKIN. O.N.; FLID, R.M.; GERM.. E.D.; ONISHCBENKO,, T.A.  X_~  Soluble complexes of unsaturated hydrocarbons with metal salt0j,  and their role in catalytic reactions. Part. 1: Soluble compounds  of acetylene with copper salts. Kin. i kat. 2 no.2:205-213 Mr-A  161. (MIRA 14:65  1. Mookovskiy inatitut tonkoy khimicheskoy takhnologii imeni.  M.V. loomenosova.  Copper compounds)  etylene compounds)  t    FLID, R.M.; TFAMN 0 N (Moscow)  ZZ--'  Kinetics and mechanism of catalytic transformations of acetylene*  Part 5: Gertain problems in selecting catalysts for the liquid  phase hydration of acetylene. Zhur. fizo khim. 35 no.2:1+52-  459 F 161a (MIRA 16:7)  1. Moskovskiy institut tonkay khimicheskoy takhnologii imeni.  Lomonosova,  (Acetylene) (Hydration) (Catalysts)    s/193/62/003/006/011/oil  E075/E436  AUTHORS: jemkin, O.N., Flid, R.M., Malakhov, A.I.  TITLEs Soluble complexen of unsaturated hydrocarbons with  metal salts and their role in catalytic reactions  II. Soluble compounds of acetylene with silver salts  PERIODICAL: Kinetika i kataliz,. v.3, n0.6, 1962, 915-919  TEXT: In connection with the studies of the mechanism of  hydration of acetylene in silver salt iolutions, it becomes  necessary to elucidate the possibility and conditions for the  formation of the 1T-complex. The thermodynamics of the complex  formation were investigated by a potentiometric method (Kinetika  i kataliz, v.2, 1961, 205). The silver electrode was prepared by  depositing AS on a platinum spiral at-the current density of  0-003 A/cm2 and was immersed in aqueouis 1 to 7M H2SO4- As  acetylene was passed through the solutions, the electrode potential  decreased irreversibly (,6 El) and reversibly (A Ed'  -6 El was related to the formation of A92C2- AE2 decreased with  the increasing concentration Of 112SO4, but increased and passed  through a-maximum with increasing temperature (from 20 to 1009C)  Card 1/3    S/195/62/003/006/011/011  Soluble complexes'... E07j/E436  in 0.288 M H2SO4- This indicated that a'soluble half-acetylide  HC CAg formed in addition to the 1T -complex. The'reactions  taking place are as follows: KI  Ag +C H ==i A H+ (I)  aq .2 2a q gP2 2aq  + K2 +  Ag aq + C 2H2aq `-2-1 aq-+Haq  -The -enthalpy values for reactions I and '11 are -13.20 and 3~  +6.86 respectively. Low catalytic activity of silver salts  in the hydration process in comparison.with 'that of copper salts  is explained by low values of R, [K1 (37300 = o.6 litre/mole]  compared with the corresponding value for Cu. (20 litrea/mole).  The strong tendency to acetylide interaction prolongs the  formation of the halfacetylide. Moreover high dci.dities  -16 to 7 M H2SO4) necessary for decreasing'tNe-acetylide  interaction, cause a.strong dehydration of the 1Y-complex, which  Card 2/3    S/195/62/063/006/011/011  Soluble complexes ... E075/E436  makes the hydration of acetylene more difficult. There are  6 figures and 2 tables.  ASSOCIATION: Institut tonkoy khimicheakoy tekhnologii  im. M.V.Lomonosova (Institute of Fine Chemical  Technology ime.ni M.V.Lomonosov)  SUBMITTED: October 16, 1961  Card 3/3    TFMIN, O!Ajj_FASMAN, A.B.; DURGARIYANI 3.0,; ROZOVSKIYp A.Ya.  Conference on the catalytic reactions in the liquid phase. Kin.i kat.  4 no.-1:168-174 T&P-F 163. NtRA 16:3)  (Catalysis-Congresses)    TENKIN 0.11-1,1D i~JL; IULAKHOV, A.I.  Soluble c-omplexes of -in aturated hydrocarbons v--*th zetall  salts and thOir role in catalytic reactionB. Part 3: Soluble  :5~~7-complvxes of mercury (11) with acetylene. KinA kat. 4 no~2:  279-276 Mr-Ap 263. (RDRA 16:5)  1. Moskowskiy institut tonkoy khimicheakoy Lekhnologii imeni  lomonooova,  (14ercury organic compounds) (Acetylene compounds)  (Catalysis)    MOGILYANSKIY, A.I.; TEWIN, OA.; FLID, R.M.; BUNINA, R.V.  Potentiometric determination of divalent mercury concentration  using a mercury electrode. &,ur.anal.khim. 18 no.10t1211-1216  0 163, (MIRA 16:12)  1. M.V.Lomonosov Moscow Institixte of Fine Chemical Technology.    ?MIN$ 0,N.; GINZBURG, A.G,; FLID, R.M.  Soluble complexes of unsaturated hydrocarbons with metal  salts tind their role in catalytic zeactions, Part 4:Therno-  dynamics of the formation of soluble '/7\"-complaxas of ethylene  with Ag-t-and Cu+-ions, Kin. i kat. 5 no.2t221-227 Mr-Ap 164,  (MIRA 17t8)  1. Moskovskiy institut, tonkoy khimicheakay tekbnologii imeni  Lcmonosova.    GRIGORIYEV, V.A., kand. tekhn. nauki KOLACII, T.A., dots.;  SOKOLOVSKlY, V.S.5 asc-istent; TEMKIN R.14 inzh  LEBLIDY-V P,D. 2 '~. \", 'r , SET  I doktor tekhn. prC ;  ANTIKAY11, P.A,, red.i WHIM, N.L., tektm, red,  [Concise mnual on beat exchanGers]Kratkii sprp-vochnik po  toploobmenrjym apparatam. By V.S.Grigorlev i dr. Pod red.  P.D,,Lebedeva. I-loskva, Gosonergoizdat, 1962. 255 p.  (MIRA 15:9)  (Ileat exchangers)    m\" -~ ~\" , -,r:;: -. !  TMIN I R.S. I inzh,  Use of mine electric loccmotives for intrafactory conveying  of clay brick, Stroi.mat, 8 no.1:30 Ja 162. (MIRA 15:5)  (Electric locomotives)      MMMV-  r Tz  TE11,YIN) S. Ye. FA 19T15  USSR/Radio Waves - SEF Jun/jul 1546  Oscil-ja-tors, Electric  \"Ifeasuring the Power of Oscillators in the Decizeter and Centireter 'dave Ean~is,\"  Engrs 149 1. Karpovskiy, S. Ye. Temkin, Ye. D. Naumenko, 8pp  \"Radiot~eklmikall Vol I, No 3A  The load on an oscillator is the wave innedance of a line with a propagating  wave, reduced by an impedance transformer to a certain magnitude. The ower  is measured over a section of the line with ~ropaga-ting voitai-e vrave. A  design for a7,-. ir.-rpedance transforLar is suggested.    109-8-11/17  AUTMRS: Temkin.. S.~i. and Krolevetsp K.M.  TITLE: The Effect of Temporary Deterioration of the Rectifying  Characteristics of Crystal Diodes during their Work at  High Frequencies. (Effekt vremennogo, ukhudsheniya  detektiruyushchikh svoystv kristallicheskikh diodov pri  rabote ikh na vysokikh chastotakh)  Volr It Nr 8,  PMIODICAL: Radiotekhnika i Elektronikap 1957,  pp.1062-1070 (USSR)  ABSTRACT: A number of experimental investigations were carried  out on point contact semi conductor diodes at microwaves.  The measuring equipment (shown in Fig.1) consists of an  ultra high frequency generator producing pulses of 5 W  output power; the pulses have a duration of I microsee  and a repetition frequency of 1000 c/s . Altogbther 100  different detector diodes were measured. It was found that  if a diode is subjected to the action of shorts powerful  pulses (as in the equipment of Fig.l)p the rectified  current gradually decreases. The process takes several  tens of sees and reaches a steady state value. When the  pulsing is interrupted the diode recovers and after a few  minutes its characteristic returns to the original value.  Card 1/3 This type of deterioration is reversible and quantitatively    109-8-11/*17  The Effect of Temporary Deterioration of the Rectifying Character-  istics of Crystal Diodes during their Work at Righ Frequencies.  it can be represented by a ratio J 1 12 where J 1 is  the rectified current at the inception of the experiment  and J 2 is the steady state current after the deteriora-  tion. The experimental 'results are shown graphically in  Figs.2 to 10. An attempt is made to explain the mechanism  of the process. It is thought that the effect can be ex-  plained by assuming that in the near-contact area of a  silicon detectort there exist some capturing centres which  can capture the electrons and thus form negative ions. The  capturing centres form a space charge in the region of the  barrier layert which leads to a decrease in the thickness  of the barrier layer and ultimately, to the deterioration  of the rectifying properties of the diodep due to the  effective increase of the capacitance of the barrier. After  the disappearance of the pulse a process of deioniZation  of the capturing centres takes place and the detector  Card 2/3    10 9-8 -11/17  The Effect of Temporary Deterioration of the Rectifying Character-  istics of Crystal Diodes during their Work at High Frequencies.  returns to its original state. There are 11 figures and  4 references, of which 1 is Slavic.  SUBUMMU\"\"'l- April 5, 1956.  AVAII-A Library of Congress.  Card 3/3    PHASE I BOOK EXPLOITATION SOV/4223  Temkin, Solomon Yefimovich  Impullanyye modulyatornyye lampy (Pulse Modulator Tubes). Moscow,  Voyenizdat M-va obor. SSSRt 196o. go p. (Series; Radio-  lokatsionnaya tekhnika). No. of copies printed not given.  Ed.: V. T. Vladimirov, Engineer-Colonel;. Tech. Ed.: R. F. Anikina.  PURPOSE; This booklet Is intended for military officers engaged  in radio engineering. It may also be used by the general  reader interested in radar.  COVERAGE: The booklet describes the purpose, principle of action,  arrangement and utilization of powerful pulse modulator tubes  and hydrogen thyratrons. Considerable attention in paid to the  correct operation and reliability of the tubes. Probleins con-  cerning the joint operation of tubes and other componenla-a of  the modulator circuit are reviewed. Physical processes related  to the stability of tube operation are examined in detail. No  personalities are mentioned. There are 7 Soviet references.  Card l/ 3    Pulse Modulator Tubes sov/4,223  TABLE OF CONTENTS:  I. Operation of Modulator Tubes in the Transmitter Unit  of a Radar Station  1. Purpose of modulator tubes  2. General specifications  3. Linear and tube modulators  II. Modulator Vacuum Tubes  1. Special design features and electrical parameters  2. Grid currents of a modulator tube. Circuit diagrams  of grid circuits  3. Pulse plate characteristics. Quiescent point of the  characteristic  4. Circuit diagrams of modulator tubes  5. Breakdowns of modulator vacuum tubes  6, Operation and maintenance of tubes  III. Hydrogen Thyratrons'  1. Special design features and electrical parameters  Card 24  3  3  4  I  13  13  22  31  37  40  44  48  48    Pulse Modulator Tubes SOV/4223  2. Commutation process in a thyratron. Thyratron grid  circuit g5  3. Discharge circuit of a linear modulator 0  4. Charge circuits of an artificial line and the shunting  circuit 69  5. Plate circuit and thyratron losses. Stability of thyra-  tron normal operating conditions 77  6. Series and parallel connections of hydrogen thyratrons 83  7. Operation and maintenance of tubes 88  Bibliography 91  AVAILABLE: Library of Congress  JP/4wm/ec  Card 3/3 9-16-60,    USSR / General Biology. Genetics. B-5  Abe Jour Rof Zhur - Biol&, No 12) 1958, No 52447  Author Temkin V. I  Inst  a Not given  Title : Experimental Vegetative Hybridization of Peas.  Orig Pub : Agrobiologiya, 1957, No. 2, 65-69  Abstract : The behavior of grafts and their descendants was studied  in using as the graft components pea varieties differing  in length ef vegetative period, flower color, seed color  and shape, and other characteristics. Genetic analysis of  the experimental data and statistical treatment of the  reaults obtained are not included.  Card 1/1    GAYSENCK, A.A.. oty.red.; TUXII.-Ta.G., otv,red.; QLOZNAN, NJ., otv.  red.; MISHMICH. G.I., red.; STOLTARMIT, L.L., red.; FRUMIM,  P,S., teklm.red,  [How they built the atomic icabre&kBr \"Lenin*] Kak b71 postroen  atomnyl ledokol \"Lenin.' Leningrad, Gos.soiuznoe izd-vo sudo-  stroit.promyshl., 1959. 62 p. (MIRA 13:3)  1. Admiralteyekly sudoetroltellnyy zavod (for Oaysenok, Temkin,  Glozwn).  (Lenin (Atomic ship))    Y-k S.  \"Review of lcolirc~Aon c,~ W.:)r\".-,2 of  an-l t.-,ie, Otorldrjoiar-int-ol--- icu~l Cli-icy  vest. oto-Rino-Laringol-) .. 110. .. 1 1 \"W, .  1---.t --~  *--raln2 an . , , ~~ ~- - - -  - T  - ' I Vol. !I-$,\"  v. .  Kharklov Ee \" c`7 In-\"    Surge y in dlisez~ses of the no..'es, na,.;~d ~;inuses,  Fosl,va, Yedlgiz, 39,01. 61Ep.  RF51.T4  1. ll'ose - Disesises. 2. i-osc - ZurZery    IFI.:~I;N, ':',1. 7).  \"L. 11, ,:ni, of lf,~ Sov'nl. C!'n~.r-.1- 41\", '71~st.  Oto-rino-la-I!,vol, No. 1, 1)4~1, Frof.    T MIN t Ya. 8.  TXMLAYV,T.G.. redaktorl PRIOBRAZHINSIrIT, B.S., redektor; RUrBIBMG.D.N.,  red&ktor; TMI3. U.8.. redaktor; A131SANMOT, I.N.,, redaktor;  NZrW, L.?1v-.Vsdsktvr-r WOUAND, M. I., takhaicheskiy redaktor  (Diseases of the phary=, lary=9 trachea, bronchi. and esophagus  necessitating surgeryg dootors' handbook] lhirurgicheskis bolesni  glotki, gortani, trakhel, bronkhov i pishchavoda; rukoyodatvo dlis.  vrachei. Pod red. T.O.Ilmolaeva, B.S.Preobmthenskogo. D.N.Rutenburga  i IA.B.Tezkin&. Moskva. Gos, izd-vo med. lit-ry, 1954. 867 p.  (Throat--surgery) (MMA 7:9)  (Respiratory organs--Surgery)  (Neophague-Surgery)    TAMIS, U.S., professor (Moscow).  Intramucaus nasal norocaine block as a method of reflex influence  in certain pathological conditions. Vest.oto-rin, 16 no.1:23-29  Ja-T 154. (MLFA 7:3)  (Novocaine)    TEMKIN,Ya.S.  - - - k\"19111\"Im  [Acute otitis and its complications] Ostryi otit i ego os-  lozhneniia. Izd. 2. Moskva, Medgiz, 1955. 200 p.  (F.ar--Diseases) (KLRA 8:9)  -f0    professor. redaktor; MOVIDIV. N.N., redaktor; BELIVA, N.A.,  t%e4nicheekiy, redaktor  [Problems of the pathogenesis. clinical aspects and treatment of  deafness; a collection of survey and abstracts of abridged  tranalations, foreign perlodical:j Yoprosy patogeneza. kliniki i  lecheniia glukhotv,- sbornik skorashchennykh perevodov. obzorov i  referatov inostrunnoi periodicheskoi literatury. S prediel. U.S.  Temkina' Moskva, Izd-vo inostrannoi lit-ry, 1955. 205 p. (MIRA 9:8)  jDWOSS)    n(CIFXTA Sec.11 Vol.10/6 Oto-Rhirio-Laryngo  TEM KIN '  1249. TEMKIN Ya. S. and SHEIKHON, F.D. Moscow. r The ro I e of the CNNS  -in the manifestations of auditory adaptation (Russian  text) VESTN. OTO-RINO-LARING. 1955, 5 (23-30) Illus. 2  In order to throw light on the role of the CNS in the phenomena of adaptation of  hearing, study was made of the influence of bromide and of caffeine on tile  processes of adaptation. Caffeine reduces the adaptation and shortens consider-  ably the recovery time of the auditory acuity. Particularly striking was the effect  of caffeine in patients with slowly recovering basic auditory acuity (acoustic  neuritis, acute purulent otitis media), With bromide the auditory excitability was  lowered, the adaptation was increased and the time of recovery of the auditory  acuity prolonged. Repeated administration of bromide gives a smaller effect and  sometimes no effect at all. If bromide is given after the prior caffeine admini-  stration. the action of the bromide is enhanced. Given simultaneously, bromide  and caffeine restore the adaptation processes to normal.  Preobrazhenski - Moscow    TWN -, YA.B.,professor  i ~ ; - -,  Professor ]Wgenil MikhailovIch Stepanov; 100th anniversary of hiii  birth. Vest. oto-rin. 17 no.6:59-63 N-D 155. (KLRA 912)  (BIOMAPHINS.  stepanov, xygenii. X.)    TXMLN, U.S.  Deafneas and difficulty in hearing3 Glukhots i tugoukhost'.  Xoskva. Kedgiz, 1957. 426 p. (gnu 10:11)  (DEAPUbS)    /- - ,  TIKKIN, YFA.S,, prof. (Monkya)  Gurrent tasks in practijeal audiology (with summary in Angliahl. Vest.  oto-rin. 19 no-5:32-41 S-0 157. (MIRI Mill)  (REARIUG  progr. in audiology in Russia)    LUKOV) B.N., prof. (Kuybyshev); FETROV, V.I., dotsent (Moskva);  PAVIZIIKO,, T.M., aspirant (Moskva); YEW401AYEV, V.G., prof.  (Leningrad); ADO, A.D., prof.; V0VS1, M.S., prof.;  YEa101AYEV, V.G.,, prof. (LeningW); KUPRIYANOVA N.A. (Kazan');  FETROV, G.I. (Moskva); DOGOPOLOVA, A.V. (,Moskva~; SAK11AROV, P.P.Y  prof.; BYKHOVSKIY,, Z.Ye., prof.; MINIKOVSKIY, prof. (Chelyabinsk);  KM-UWC11ONOK, I.P. (Irkutsk); aMKIII,-U.S., prof. (Moskva);  MINIKOVSKIY, A.Kh., prof. (ChelyabinskT,--='S11T-rY11, T.N., doktor  med.nauk (Lenin&rad ; TRUT12V, V.K., zasluzhennyy deyatell nauki,'  prof.; TSYRLSHKIN B D., kand.med.nauk (Moskva); SOBOLI,  Prof. (Stavropo.12j; ~URIK, G.M. (Moskva); FREITELI, M.N. (Moskva);  MAZO, I.L.; POKRYVALOVA, K.P.; PROSKURYAKOV, S:A,, prof*;  ATaRSKAYA, A.A., prof.; GOLIDWRB, I.V., prof Izhevsk)j  PORIJBIVOVSKAYA, 11.11. (Moskva); RUDIEV, G.P., prof.; VOLVS011, I.Z.P  prof. (Stalingrad); DOROSIM-ITKO, I.T., prof. (Winin); '  ROUITELID, M.O., prof. (Leningrad); SHULIGA, A.O., prof. (Orenburg);  MIKHLIN, Ye.G., prof.; TRETIYAKOVA, Z.V. (Moskva ; I-WTUYLOV, YeN.,  prof. (Moskva); DOROSIEEKKO, 1.T.p prof. (Kalinin~; 70T,10LAYEVA, V.G.j,  prof.  Speeches in the discussion. Trudy gos. nauch.-issl. inst. ukhaj,  gorla i nosa no.11:79-87IU9-146,179-186,233-21*8,311-333 159.  (MB3A 3-5: 6)  1. Chlen-korrespondent AW1 SSSR (for Ado). 2. Direktor Moskov-  skogo gosudarstvennogo instituta ukha, gorla i nosa (for Trutnev).  (OTORHIN LAFMGOLOGY-CONGRESSES)    7YMIN,, ya,s,&; KUWAIMA, P.S.  Effect of industrial vibrations on the vestibular function. Uch.  zap. Mosk.nauch.-isal.inst.san. i gig. no.7s66-73 160. (MIHA 15:2)  JWSMUL&Ii APPARATUS)  kVIBRATION-PHYSIOL/WiCAL EF.Fi~Cl'j    TEMn, Ia. S.  -- ---WtFog-en-es-is~and clinical appec~p of vibratory cochloovestibular  disordem, Yeatootorin. 22 no.3;5-15 ttr~,4o 160.  (KrRA 1~:10)  (VESTIMUR APPARATUS.-DI89ASES)  (mRATIOWS-PErYSIOLOGICAL    TLMKIII, Ya.S.,, prof.; KUBLANUVA, P.S. I kand.med,nauk.  Significance of vibrations in industrial production in the  pathogenesis of occupa;ional deafness. Zhur. ush., nos. i  gorl. bol. 20 no.6166-70 N-D 16o. (Ml,~',A 15.2)  1. Iz klinicheskogo otdela (zav. - katd.mcd.nauk V.S.Luklyanov)  llauchno-is3ledovatellakoco instituta sanitarii i gigiy-eny imeni  F.F.Brismana, (DIDUSTRIAL PLAI-ITS-VIBIL&TION)  (OCCUPATIONAL DISEASLS) Wwf=s)    Tpfm Ya S  .- 1 9 2  Professor Arkadil Arkad,evich Bekritskii on his 80th birthday,  Vest. otorin. no.51-119 '61. (MIRA 1/,-. 12)  (BEKRITSKII, ARKADII ARKADIEVICH, 1881-)    TEMKIN Ya.S.Ljrof. (Hookva)  Unification of methods of clinical hearing examination and  standardization of the graphic presentation of its results*  Vbst.otorin. 23 no*1821-30 Ja-F t6l. (MM 14t2)  (HLUM-TESTIRG)    TINDRITS V. prof -prof.; NNIMN, L.V., prof.;  VOLXVV,Tu.N.,,r*d*; FJJZIKENA9 N.S., tekhn. red.  (Manual of clinical a-udiology]Rakovodstvo po klinicheskoi audio-  logii. Moskva, Medgiz 1962. 323 P. (MIRA 16:1.)  (EAR-DISEASES~ (AUDIOMETRY)    DIYACIIKOV, A. I.; RO, F. F.L TDMIN,, Ya.J.,j FILIPPOV, M. M.  Doctor of medical sciences JAv Viadimirovich Reiman* on his 6(~,h  birthday. Vest. otorin. no.3:111-112 162. IvJRA 15:6)  (NEIMAN, LEV VLADIMIROVICH, 1902-)    KUBLANOVA, P.S.  Cochleovestibular disorders during the prolonged effect  of industrial ultrasound. Uch. zap. Mosk. nauch.-isel.  Insto san. i gig. no.11:41-50 163. (MIRA 17:1)    yb,. 1110  Protect-lon elr~ tri.~ agaimt, r)pc-rat-L,zi on two :ha,3es.  Khol, tekh. 42 165. 7-RA' IS - 9)  1. Gosudan3t,venntry  .rybiioy  7    7WIN, Ye. Ya.  Treatment of 9=t9 male gonorrheal arethritte with penicillin  assoclited with citrated autohemotherapy with novocalue. Test.  vener., Moskva no.2:56-57 Mar-Apr 1952. (CLML 22:2)  1. Of Tashkent Medical Institute.    TUMMIN Z.A. (fe Tarmez Uzb.SSR.)  PharmacV vork. Apt. dalo 3 no.6:30-32 X-D '54. (KLRA 8:2)  (PHARMT,  In Ruasia, organize)    V 'F! ~;M  MEN  RDOIER, I.M., TEMKIN, Z.A., KLIHOKO, H.S. (Pechengn, Hurmanakoy oblnati)  PerlW-Wsafe utllizntion of aterile dosage forms perpared In  a phnrmacy for parenteral administration. Apt.dolo 7 no'5:6~-67  B-0 158 ZKIMA 11:3.0)  (DRUGS-PUSERVATION)    TROKSKAYA, Z.I.; TEMKIN, Z.Ye.; KUTAGUROV, G.D., kand. tekhn. nauk  Quality of nonferrous metal bres and the profitableness of  their production; discussion of the article by B.F. Novozhilov.  Gor. zhur. no.11:7-11 N 163. (KIRA 17:6)  1. Gosudarstvennyy institut po proyektirovanlyu predpriyatiy  tsvetnoy metallurgii, Moskva (for Trokskaya, Temkin).  2. Sredneaziatskiy filial Gosudarotvennogo nauchno-iseledova-  tellskogo inatituta tsvetnykh metallov, Almalyk (for Khetagurov).    TEMPIA, A.A.; RUBMINA, M.N.; NOMOVA, N.N.; EVASOVA, E.I.; IMJIMCMI, IV7.V.  Rapid method for determining low molecular compounds in polycaprol-  actsm. Kbim.volok. no.6:54-55 161. (FJRA 14:12)  1. Barnaullskiy zavod.  (Azepinone)    TEMKINAP A.A.; ZHUKOVA, S.A.  Oiling preparation for capron fiber. Xhim.volok. no.lj66-68  163. (KRA 16:2)  (Nylon) (Finishes and finishing)    TEMKINA, A.A.; NOVIKOVA, G.V.  Determination of the content of acetic butylamine in a  caprolactam melt. Khim.volok. no.1:74 Ib3. OGRA 16:2)  1. Barnaul'skiy zavod.  (Butylamine) (Azepinone)    TEMKINA, A.I.  Rapid drop method for determining iron and manganese content  of photographic developers. Zhur. nauch. i prikl. fot. i  kin. 8 no.4:308 JJ-Ag #63. (KrRA 16:7)  1. Mookovskiy pol-igrafichookly inetitut.  (Photography-Developing and developers)    TENKIIM, B.  Nickel arnor. Znan.sila 35 no.1:24 Ja 160.  (HIBA 13:5)  (Diffusion coatingo) (Ilickel)    TOMEM111) B. e-14  USSR/Geophlysics - Prospecting Se-Ot/Oct 53  \"Review of Symposium 'Frospecting and Industrial Geophysics.,\" (A. G. Ivanov, reviewer)  Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz, No 5, PP 474-06  Favorably reviews the symposium, edited by V. V. Fedynskiy, entitled \"Razvedochnaya i  promyslovaya geofizikallp No 4P Min Petrol Ind USSR, Glavneftgeofizika, Moscow, 1952, 6oo  copies, price 1.50 rubies. Contributors were: I. K. Kupalov-Yaropolk, G. V. Bereza, A. I.  Slutskovskiy, B. S. Ter&ina, F. I. Lukavchenka, 0. A. Shvank, N. A. Per1kov, S. G. Komarov,  I. Ye. Eydman, L. M. Yesellson, and E. E. Fotiadi.  267T82  4- 4.    , -,r ,7 1-) 1 j 1- 117 - ~ - I - -- -  I/ / I , i i . I - -C I  TWINA.B.S.; YBZMV,Y.I. --  -, . 0  Data on the theory of resistivity logging_obtained as the remIt  of a grid model. Prikl.geofis..80.11:72-91 '54. (MI2A 8:10)  (0i: vell loggin&, Illectric)    k  BAKRYAlOV, Grigoriy Tikhonovich; RTNTANTSEV, Nikolay Vesillyevich; TIMIM  3 Y red.; SUKHAREVA, R.A., tekhn.red.  [Blsctrl*---mo& ing by using reversible c-urrent] Zlektroliti-,  al4l?  ww-kniouYtie 21tal.la pri revere ivnom toke. Moskva Moak. dom  nauchho-tekhn.propagan'dy Im. 73.Dzirshinskoib, 1957. 45 p. -  (MIRA 10:12)  (BlectrODIating)    BMW,  VIWMKOY, Semen Arkadlyevich; MZLINIKOVA, M.M., red.; TMINA, B.Ya.,  otv. za vypusk; SUKHARIVA, R.A., tekhn.red..  Un6reasing the weer resistance of parts by chemical nicket  coating] Povyshenie iznooostoikosti detalei khimichaskim nikeli-  rovaniem. Moskva. 1959. 59 P. (Moskovskii Dom nouchno-tekhni-  cheekoi propagandy. Peredovoi opyt proizvodetva. Seriia: Progres-  sivnaia tekhnologila mashinostroaniia, vyP.5) 59 P. (MM 13:9)  (Protective coatings) (Nickel plating)    s/-,q, i,/6o/ooa/0 - 0/01~/Q 17  B004/BO60  AUTHOR:  TITLE: Experience of the Moskovskiy dom nauchno-tekhnicheskoy  propagandy im, F. E. Dzerzhinskogo (Moscow lfou,.3ce for  Sclentific and Technical Dissemindtion imeni F. E.  Dzerzhinskiy)  PERIODICAL: Plasticheskiye massy, 1960, No. 10, PP. 73-76  TEXT: A section for the chemical industry and plastics was established  in 1956 at the Moscow House for Scientific and Technical Dissemination.  The section is guided by M. I. Garbar. Among its members totaling over  250 are researchers, experts of scientific research institutea, engineers  and technicians of Moscow factories. The NII Plasticheskikh mass  (Scientific Research Institute of Plastics) ha3 a leading part in th'-s  section, and its director M. S. Akutin supervises the seminars. The first  seminax \"Plastics in Machine Construction\" was held in March--April, 1957.  Over 5000 persons attended 17 sessions. On exhibition were products made  of new plastics, as well as literature on plastics. The following  Card 1/5    Experience of the Moskov3kiy dom nauchno- S/191/60/000/0!0/016/017  tekhnicheskoy propagandy im~ F.E. Dzerzhinskogo BO04/BO6O  (Moscow House for Scientific and Technical  Dissemination imeni, F. E. Dzerzhinskiy)  lectures are mentioned. \"Epoxy Resins in Machine Construct.40L\"~M.S-Akut--n~  \"Novel Methods of Producing Punches and Models of Epoxy Resins\"  (B. S. Gracheva); \"Application of New Types of Nitrogen-containing  Plastics in Machine Building\" (L. M. Pesin); \"Resins for Casting Molds  in Foundry Works\" (N. V. Shorygina); \"Pressed Maturialo of the Phc~nol it  and Decorrosit in Machine Building\" (L. V. Pevzner)i \"High-stability  Pressed Materials of the IKIT(FKP) Type in Machine Building\" (S.M.Rab-itL.);  \"Fluoropolymers and Their Range of Application in Machine Building\"  (V. 11, Kotrelev); \"Building Loanj as- a Substitute for Lead - T~;n Sc)ld,~-r  in the Soldering of Joints in Mach-in--) Buildine\" (G. S. Brcdikly);  \"ApplicatJon of Polyamide Materials in Machine Building\" (K.  \"Methods of Processinp, Plastic3 Into Finished Pr,:,du~tq\" (M. G. Gurariy);  \"Device for the Semi automati c Control of Hydraulic Presses itith  Drive\" (V. X. Zavgorodn4y); \"Situation of' Plasz--cs Abroad\" (M.I. Garbar);  \"Ornamental Laminated Plastics Abroad\" (V. N. Gorbunov); \"Use of Organo-  silicon Plastics in Machine Building\" (V. I. Pakhomov)i \"Glass Reinforced  Plastics and Their Application in Mach.,n-.; B;11.ding\" (P. Z LA),-  Card 2/5    Experience of the Moskovskiy dom nauchno- S/,-, 3\"-L 1  takhnicheskoy propagandy im. F.E. Dzerzhinskogo B004/BO60  (Moscow House for Scientific and Technical  Dissemination imeni F. E. Dzerzhinskiy)  Building of Molds for the Manufacture of Units From Plastics\"  (M. P. Shapenkov). Among those participating in the dia~~uaston mere  N. S. Morozov, V. F. Perepalkin, V. K. Zavgorodnly, 1A.M. Soukhcbokuva,  1. M. Epshteyn, 1. 1. Mikhalev, Ya. D. Avrasin, L. V. Popova, A. K.  Vardenburg, N. F. Gusev, L. B. Azarlyan, L. M, Bernshteyn, A. V. Koval I skaYL4  L. G. Petrova, I. Ya. Allshits, K. N. Strelltso-,r, M. S. Kr1;,hC-vsk1'y. Th:-  seminar was followed by a four-month oycle of lec~tures on th,~- subject:  \"Machinery for the Processing of Plastics Into Finished Products by Way  of Pressing and Casting Under Pressure\". Lectures on the sub.'ect were  delivered by A. N. Levin, V. A. Ve6elov, V. K. Zavgorodniy, V.V.Lapshia,  B. M. Notkin, N. S. Morozov, P. V, Izrailev. Since there is litt,\"-  available in the literature concerning the use and prac,,essing of plastics,  the section has published a compendium \"Plastmassy v ma3hinos-.rcyi~-nl,\"  which appeared in 1959. Following the plenary meeting of thQ TsK KP337  (Central Committee of the Communist Party of the USSR) in May of 1958 the  section jointly with the Scientific Research Institute of Plastics and  VDNKh SSSR (Exposition of the Achievements of National E3onomy in the USSR)  Card 3/5    Experiencecf the Moskovskiy dom nauchno- S/191/60/000/-10/016/.C,-.11  tekhnicheskoy propagandy im. P.Z. Dzerzhinskogo B004/BO60  (Moscow House for Scientific and Technical  Dissemination imeni F. E. Dzerzhin.-3kiy)  held a second seminar on \"Use of Plastics in Machine- und Insti-um.,~nt  Construction\". Lectures were delivered by M. S. Akutin, V.11. Kotrel,-;,  L. V. Povznerl other reports dealt with the experienco tathore(l witl.  antifriction material at the Mookovskly tormoznyy zavud  Works) Zubonosov; other lecturers were K. It. Saldad;~t ', 11 V Andriaf-,~-,a,  M. A. Stallnova, Z. S. Utyanskiy, P. Z, Li, L. B- Azarl\"yan, A. N.  Ye. G. Prokopenko, V. V. Lapshin, M. P. Shapenkcv, Y,,:,- J-11 Ivanov,  G. A. Kho tmak her, Krp~khl(nva, set al. An expoBition \"Pla3tics in Machine  Construction\" Was also organized. Furthermore, a number of le,~turps on  chemistry was delivered by I. P, Losev, A. B. Davankov, N. Ye, Ogneva,  I. V. Kamenskiy, A. A. Berlin jointly with the All SSSR otdeleniye  khimicheskikh nauk (AS USSR Department of Chemical Sciences), the MKhTI  im. Mendeleyeva (Moscow Institute of Chemical Technology imeni D. I.  Mendeleyev), and the Scientific Research Institute of Plastics. Seminars  were also held on \"Use of Polymers in the Food Industry\", \"Manufacture of  Punches and Models of Plastics\", \"Artificial and Synthetic Fiters\", \"Use  of Plastics in the Manufacture of Machine Tools\". \"U3.- c,f  Card 4/5    Experience of the Moskovskiy dom nauchno- S/191/60/000/010/016/017  tekhnicheskoy propagandy im. F.E. Dzerzhinskogo B004/BO60  (MOSCOW House for Scientific and Technical  Dissemination imeni F. E. Dzerzhinskiy)  Construction\". In view of the fact that the Moscow Center was not in a  position to serve all the parties concerned, the first Vsesoyuznyy  zaochnyy seminar (All-Union Correspondence Seminar) was held on the  subject \"Use of Plastics in the Machine and Instrument Construction\".  In the time from April to May, 19060 a number of lectures was delivered  on the subject \"Electrical Insulators, Plastic Compounds, and Impregnating  Mixtures\" held by A. V. Vardenburg, R. S. Kholodovskaya, K. I. Zabyrina,  V. A. Kovallskaya, M. A. Stallnova, L. A. Rodivilova, L. B. Azarlyan,  Ye. I. Fridman, L. hT. Bernshteyn. Now being prepared is the edition of a  second compendium \"Plastics in Machine Building\", 32 printed shecto,  which comprises the subjects dealt with by the correspondence seminar and  other lectures. For 1961, it has been planned to hold special seminars,  to improve the correspondence seminars, to enlarge the exposition, to  continue with the lectures on chemistry, and to promote the exchangv cf*  experience among industrial plants. There in 1 fiL;ure.  Card 5/5    -7  6 0 / G 0'~-J /0 17  Bo04/B(;O'O  AUTHOR: Temki i B. Ya.  TITLE: Seminar on Welding of Plastic3  PERIODICAL: Plasticheskiye massy, 1960, No. 10, Pp. 76-76  TEXT: The author reports on the material of the Seminar on the welding  of plastics which took place at the Moskovskiy Dom nauchno-tckhnic'leskoy  propagandy im. F. E. Dzerzhinskogo (Moscow House of Scientific and  Technical Dissemination imeni F. E. Dzerzhinakiy) in June, 1960. An  experience exchange was made, and results obtained by the NIIPM (Scientif if.  Research Institute of Plastics) and other research institutes and design  offices are reported. The Seminar was opened ty A. Ya. Kazhden, Lectures  are mentioned: N. A. Grishin on a work conducted jointly with  S. S. Voyutskiy and M. M. Gudimov \"Weldability of Thermoplasts\".  I. G. Fedorova on welding of plastics by high-frequency current (20-7OMc,~ecl  and experience made therewith at the Leningradskiy zavod im. Karla Marksa  (Leningrad Plant imeni Karl Marx), Okhtinskiy khimkombinat (Okhta  Chemical Combine). Capital investments are paid off within 3-5 months.  Card 1/3    Seminar on Welding of Plastics S/191/60/000/010,,'017/017  B004/BO60  Besides the welding of viniplast also the welding of polyamide, triacetate,  and polycaprolactam films, and ftoroplast-3, polyethylene with fillers  are dealt with, Z. A. Kogan reported on experience in tho wolding of  -polyvinyl chloride films by apparatus NC-0.4 (VChS.-O.4) and 94( -0.2  (MS-0.2), built by the Nauchno-issledovatel'skiy institut tokov vysokoy  chastoty (Scientific Research Institute of High-frequency Currents) and  used successfully at the zavod \"Dinamoll (111):Lnamoll Plant) in Mo3cow.  V. S. Sarychev reported on high-frequency welding of working clothes from  plastic films by means of the JQFA-1 (LGD-1) generator, 25-30 Mc/sec,  I kw. V. V. Chudinov reported on high-frequency welding of floor coverings  in industrial buildings from 2-4 mm thick polyvinyl chloride masticated  rubber. At a welding rate of 0.5-1 m/min the seam size is 80-85% of the  material strength. A traveling apparatus of the type (_TrT1 (SPP) and a fixed  one, and moreover, a hand-ope rated C,1TTrP (SPPR) have been developed for  large areas. A. V. Mordvintsev reported on welding of plastics by means  of ultrasonics. Machines which are able to weld films up to 10 mm thick  have already been designed for this procedure. Bogdashevskiy dealt  with the thermal calculation of welding by ultrasonics. N. A. Grishin  reported on thermopulse welding. D. V. Mondrus presented a welding  Card 2/3    Seminar on Welding of Plastics 3/191/60/000/010/CI7/0!7  B004/BO60  apparatus which is heated by means of resistor elements. 0. A.  Kotovshchikov reported on the mechanized welding of fluoroplastics u~ tO  200 microns thick, and fabric-reinforced plasticz up to 300-')50 microns  thick by means of the .'10~-4 ('ISP-4) machine. The follo-wing data are giveni,  rate at a thickness of 40-50 microns, 14-16 mi/h; at 200 microns, 4-5 mX  The maximum strength of the welding joint is 0.2-0,3 kg/cM2; The said  apparatus was also used to weld Ftorlon (a copolymer containing fluorine)  and Copolymer-62. G. Z. Vashin reported on experience gathered by the  Derbenevskiy khimzavod (Derbenevskiy Chemical Factory) in vielded struc~tur-~o  made of plastics. 1. A. Nemkovskiy reported cc. a gas-fla:--e welding  apparatus for plastics.  Card 3/3    DZYUBENKO, M.S.; TEMKINA, B.ya.; MURADOVAO A.A.9 red.; TORSSHINA, YO.A.,  tekhn. Tfia-.  (Protective and decorative coatings on objects of aluminum al-  loys)Zashchitno-dekorativnye pokrytila izdelii iz aliuminie-  vykh splavov. Moskva, TSentr.biuro tekhn.informateii, 1961,  75 p. (MIRA 16:2)  1. Russia (1917- R.S.F.S.R.)Moskovskiy gorodskoy ekonomicheakiy  administrativnyy rayon. Sovet narodnogo khozyaystva.  (Aluminum alloys) (Protective coatings)    S/118J61/000/001/005/005  A161/A133  AUTHORs Temkina, B.Ya.  TITLEs Automation and mechanization of production processes in the chemical  industry  PERIODICAL; Mekhanizatsiya i avtomatizatsiya proizvodstva, no. 1, 1961,  60-61  TEXTz The author reports on a seminar on the practical application of auto-  mation and mechanization in the chemical industry which was conducted at the  Moskov8kiy dom nauchno-tekhnicheskoy propagandy (Moscow House of Scientific  and Technical Propaganda). N.N. Yelshin, Head of the Automation Department  of Goskomitet Soveta Ministrov SSSR po khimii (State Committee for Chemistry  of the Council of Ministers of the USSR) reported on the general automation  principles in chemical plants and the work to be accomplished of institutes  designers and planners. D.V. Ivanyukov, Director of the Moskovskiy neftepe-  rerabatyvayuBhchiy zavod (The Moscow Petroleum Refinery) described the over-  all automation at the refinery with the unprecedented application of \"agre-  Card 1/5    3/118/61/000/001/005/005  Automation and mechanization of production ... A161/A133  gatnaya unifitsirovannaya sistemall, or 11AUS11 units (overall standardized  system units), with cascade control and the replacement of the many produc-  tion shops by only three - the technological, raw material, and power depart-  ment, all controlled from one operator station in the center of the refinery,  with five duty dispatcher-operators. The refinery has an experimental crack-  ing plant especially for the checking the joint control system, the dependa-  bility and efficiency of automatic controls. The instruments determining  the product quality in processes (viscosimeters, refractometers, chromother-  mographs, analyzers for water content in oil, automatic fractional sublima-  tion plants etc.) have been working successfully for two years and their uti-  lization for other refinerios under construction is recommended. I.A. Buro-  voy, (of Gintsvetmet) treated the automation problems of calcination process  in the \"boiling layer\". The institute has analyzed the basic heat parameters  of the process and obtained for the first time equations for the calculation  of the interrelations of zinc concentrates and-pyrites. Automatic scalAp  have been applied for the dosing of looce humid and nlow-drying materik.-a.  A.A. Kalitkin, Superintendent of the 11KW1 (\"KIP\") shop of the Shchelkovskiy  khimicheskiy zavod (Shchelkovo Chemical Plant) reported on the automation of  the drying and adsorption department in the contact apparatus shop, \"boiling  Card 2/5    S/118/61/000/001/005/005  Automation and mechanization of production ... A161/A133  layer\" furnaces, an experimental kiln for high-temperature calcination of  pyrite. V.M. Dobkin (of NIOPIK) reported on the automation of contact pro-  cesses, i.e. automatic systems with stabilized parameters, and ways for de-  signing optimum control. Ya.A. Shkolovskiy, of a Bashkirian refinery report-  ed that an automation group is working at the refinery. It includes two  engineers, two foremen and twenty fitters and inatrumentmakers. They do the  assembling and setting, make some devices, supervise the operation of new  systems, and after testing, put them into service, and train personnel. The  group is also working on new control and automation problems. A.V. Korchins-  kiy and L.A. Kotenko described the work of the TsNIIK laboratory on the auto-  mation of ammonia production at the Dneprodzerzhinskiy azotno-tukovyy zavod  (Dneprodzerzhinsk Nitrogen Fertilizer Plant) and Stalinogorskiy khimicheakiy  kombinat (Stalinogorsk Chemical Combine): the automatic control of ammonia  synthesis of coke gas separation, distribution of gaseous ammonia, etc.  N.S. Zayarnyy (of GIAP) treated the simulation of the statics of ammonia syn-  thesis reactors with electronic continuous-action computers. This is a new  trend in the studies of physical and chemical processes to find the optimum  processing conditions. A.A. Tall,of IAT AN SSSR (IAT AS USSR) spoke on the  application of pneumatic computers and logic devices in the chemical indus-  try. A pneumatic computer was demonstrated. N.Ya. Parlashkevich, M.N. Luzh-  Card 3/5    S/11 61/000/001/005/005  Automation and mechanization of production ... A161YA133  kov,of NIIPlastmass and others reported on the automation of phenol-formal-  dehyde resin production at the plastics plant in Nizhniy Tagil. The automa-  tion is based on their electric conductivity and viscosity. V.K. Zavgorodniy~  of the Karacharovskiy (Karacharovo) Plastics Plant reported that several  plants (the Karacharovo, \"im. Komsomollskaya pravda\", the \"Karbolit\" in Keme-  rovo and \"Karbolit\" in Orekhovo-Zuyevo) have started to utilize high-frequen-  cy generators for preheating, and have established semi-automatic control de-  vices for presses. All production processes are automated, from pelleting  to packaging of the ready products. 1.F. Kozlov told of the development of  pneumatic IIAUSII system instruments for the automation of chemical production  processes, and described three new units of the \"cascade\" control. The E34?- 2  (BF-2) unit produced by NIITeplopribor in cooperation with the \"Tizpribor\"  plant can multiply the values of two pneumatic signals, raise to the second  power and extract the square root from the pneumatic signal value. The units  have made the \"AUS\" system more flexible and the cascade system more simple.  S.I. Mordovakiy told of automatic control systems for drying units (centri-  fuges, filters, machines for the treatment of rubber and plastics, evapora-  tors, crystallizers, gas and air compressors, etc.). B.I. Yelagin described  the automatic \"Mars\" machines for recording and signalization. This new sys-  Card 4/5    S/118/61/000/001/005/005  Automation and mechanization of production ... A/161/AI33  tem is coming into use for the automatic control of chemical processes. A  \"Mars-20011 at the \"Krasnyy bogatyr\"I plant reduced rejects of rubber boots  and yielded an annual economy over 300,000 roubles. A.N. Ivanov (of NIISCh-  ETMASh) reported on an electronic machine recording automatically the proc-  e ss parameters. One experimental machine is working at the Stalinogorsk  Chemical Combine. S.Ya. Rombro (of GIAP) spoke of a IlTrY-OM\" (PTU-OM) indu-  strial TV set being widely used, whose major drawback is the impossibility  of remote-controlling the camera turn and lens setting. The GIAP laboratory  has developed a remote-controlled transmitter camera that makes possible the  transmission of instrument readings. This is important for work with control  objects in dangerous or inaccessible places. GIAP has tele-mechanized the  control of power equipment at the Lisichanskiy khimicheskiy kombinat (Lisi-  chanskChemical Combine). K.S. Purman discussed the applications of nuclear  radiations (alpha, beta, gamma, X-ray, neutrons) for the measurement of va-  rious process parameters.  Card 5/5    sv)  AUTHOR:  TIT-LE:  PERIODICAL.  \"jib 10%1, 114o 114LI  Temki-na, B. Ya.  21901  8/117/61/000/005/004/oCg  A/004/A104  Protective and ornamental coatings of aluminum and Its allo-Is  Mashinostroitell, no. 5, 1961, 30 - 34  TEXT: The author aives an extensive description of various methods of'  applying protective and ornamental coatings to aluminum and Its alloyz, making  use of the materials of a seminar which was taking place in October 1960 at the  Moskovskiy dom nauclLno-tekhnicheskoy propagandy im. Dzerzhinskogo (Mos--ow House  of S31entific and Technical Propaganda imeni Dzerzhinskiy). Referring in the first  placs to wiodic oxidation of aluminum the author mentions A. V. Shreyder who has  developed a system of possible sequences of operation in the preparation of parts  for anodic oxidation. Depending on the electrolyte in which the oxide films a-re  formed, the latter are divided into three groups: 1) thin, solid nonporous filP6  ut1lized in eleotric capacitors; 2) porous films of 5 - 12pthickness jsed for  protective and ornamental purposes, and 3) thick oxidation coatings 1.30 - \"KC/A  whose production method haz beerr developed by N. D. Tomashovyy and M. N. Tyjklna  at the Institut fizicheskoy khimli AN SSSR (Institute of Physical Chemiztr-1 AS  Card 1/ 6    21901  S11 17/61 1Cr,010'C:51':'.-; /'X'9  Pro-.e,~tive and ornamental coatings Aoo4/Air-,4  USSR), Thick films are very porous, e.g., the porosity of a 100 mm 4hl,:..k film  amo-..A-nl,-s \"o 20% for aluminum and 35%for the AK-4 alloy. From 1959 to '4960  ga-;1 rried out at -he ENIMSS to study the process of thl-k-laver arodl-  ,ions were ca  ox--da--Ion of =-P,,:~oridary aluminum alloys, e.g., AJI 10 8 (ADOV) Lning a la-wa  amoUrill O~C -opper and -iil-or- 1~. is recommended to freat the parts bping anc,4-iz,~d  in ulfuric a~~Id (180 - 200 g1l) at temper2tures in the range of -10 to -5 0C. a*.  an anode current densit-y of 2.5 - 5 amp/dm . At the Institute of Pkys.~aal 'Ctemls-  try inves4igations were ~arrled out to study the properties and strj:tur- of ~Iilck-  -layer a-qccLic on aluminum. The hardness of anodiz film3 is de~zerrrdned  by i-,t- With an ivioreased dimension of the oxide cells, form-Ing the  coe.ing, -,be mi2rohardness of' thq film increases.. The wear of anodic film3; de-  ~~reases with an ir.,3rea~ed ourrent den3ity. The quality of anodic films an d,;ralu-  min. and siluml.11 cLn be raised by in,~reazing the sulfuric acid con~-entra-.ton (3CO-  350 g/111 at a temperaturr of -the bath of -70C. To prevent rejeots 1-, ï¿½!; re--,ommerd-  ed .o use combined .3urrents, !. e. superimposing alternating current on d1retat  currpnt, It was foiLnd as a result of the investigations that the opt1mam current  ,Pldr,,2f  am  densi.tiea for th5 anodizing of duralumin by combined ~3urrents are: 5  a-c and 5 amp/dm of d-~, at a ratio of 1:1. Anodic films of up to 100 - 120/-A,  -t h ~ c~ k-.-. 9 s sand 510 kk/mm? wicrohardness can be obtained on silumin. M. Ya. Adamovej  Card 2/6    Protective and ornamental coatings ...  21901  S/117/61/000/005/004/009  Aco4/AlO  and Ye. 1. Fridman obtained films up to 150,A thick from sulfuric acid and oxalic  acid electrolytes with a minimum relative porosity. Commenting on the technology  of eleotric insulAtion anodizing the author points out that, in order to obtain  high-quality thick films under any anodizing conditions, the anodizing proces  should be finished before the tension is starting to decrease. In cooled eiec-~ro-  lytes at high current densities the film formation process is taking place 5 - 6  ,11-.imes faster than in non-cooled electroly-tes. It was found that the upper =reril~  density limit in an oxalia acid electrolyte is 4 amp/dm2 at 2.50C. The laborator-  Iya stroyenlya poverkhnostnykh sloyev (Laboratory of Surface Layer Struc;*,ures) ~.f  the Institute of Physical Chemistry AS USSR has been investigating methods of  obtaining protective films of aluminum phosphates and chromium phosphates on a2u-  minum and its alloys. The films are degreased, washed, passivated washed again,  treated in 0.5% chromium anhydride solution and then dried in air at roor., tempera_  tures. The phosphating solution is composed of 50 9/1 H P04, 1.5 - 2.0 g/1 KHF-2  and 4-io g/1 CrO 3' The chromating solution consists of ~-B g/1 Cr03 (or 1.5-2.0  9/1 Kff2), I .5 - 2.0 g/l NH41T and 0.5 1.0 g1l XjFe (CN) The process Is tak  Ing place at room temperature gUrIng 0.5 3 minute6. The ~.ientiftd Research  Institute of Non-Perrous Metals o.f the Hungarian People's Republic is developing  processes of rapid anodizing to obtain a dependable elastic layer with a good  Card 316    21901  S/117/61/000/005/00-U/009  Protective and ornamental coatings ... Aoo4/Alo4  breakdown voltage. Baths were used in which the oxidation process does not take  more than 45 - 60 minutes, the baths being prepared either on the base of sulfuil-s  acid (2% H?SO4, 3.5% MgC12) operating on a-c or on the base of organic acids (20%  H2S04, 2 g/1 NaC1 or 0.5 9/1 MgCJ2) operating on d-c. Doctor Pal Csokan (Hungar'l-  an Peoplefs Republic) has developed an original method of coating alum-inurr. wil~h  hard and wear-resistant filma. The thickest oxidation films were obtained at, a  voltage of 50 v and a temperature of 10C. Within 30 minutes it is possible ~-o  obtain a coating of 150 - 200,xs, t-hicknPqs. In Hungary a special spray head has  been designed to apply the electrolytc to khe part by atomizatton. A film of 2-1-P  thickness forms a stable bond with lacquer and paint coatings. The 14o:4ovskjV  furnitunyv zwrod (Moscow Accessory Plant) together with the \"TsN1.Tn9hde1%aJ.\"; 1n-  stitute has developed a new method of polishing and anodizing small par.!%s Pftj1_-h  need not.be suspended. The inst-allation for the chemical polishing .~onsfp'-F. of  four bat,11-s positioned in series in which greasing, chemical polishim; and wa,~h-  iTZ, in water is effected. The author than describes a process which he f~alla  .Temat,alirovaniye\", which is a process of obtaining dead enamel-like anodto flf.lw~  by Introducing Into pores of the film immediately during electrolys15 the oxide---  of some metals: titanium, zirconium, thorium. The films treated in such a way  are bighly corrosion and wear resistant. \"Emata:irovaniye\" is carried ou, in ar  Card 4/ 6    21901  3/117/61/000/005/CO4/009  Protective and ornamental coatings A004/A104  electrolyte composed of 1.2 g/1 oxalic acid, 8 g/1 boric acid, 1 g/l citric acid,  40 g/l oxalic acid titanium-potassium. In the field of enameling good results  have been obtained by using lead enamels which possess good fusibility, electric  insulation properties and heat-resistance up to 3500C. The Leningradskiy tekhno-  logioheskiy institut Imeni Lensoveta (Leningrad Technological Institute imeni Len-  sovet) has developed lead, non-lead, silicate and phosphate enamels for the coat-  ing of 1&rge-size parts of various configuration. At the Mechanical Engineering  Plant in Smela (UkrSSR) an interesting enameling installation with induction heat-  ing is used making it possible to automate the enameling process. Galvaning plat-  ings are used to improve the surface of aluminum. The chemical nickel-plating of  aluminum and Its alloys ensures the operation of parts at temperatures in the  range of 200 - 3000C. The author gives a short description of the technology of  ohemical nickel-plating and points out that this process is taking place at tem-  peratures of 75 - 800C during 50 - 55 minutes. The author.then mentions the elec-  trochemical method of deburring parts of aluminum alloys ahd points out that al-  ready in 1959 investigations were carried out at the FNIMS to find an electro-  chemical method of deburring parts made of carbon and low-carbon steels. On a  special installation cast alloys and alloys being deformed -AR-4 (AL-4), AK -4  (AK-4), AA -los (AL-10V) - were tested. The most suitable solutions were found  to be sodium chloride and sodium nitrate. To prevent the precipitation of metal  Card 5/6    Protective and ornamental coatings ...  21901  S/ 117/6 1 AINV61(~41\"r)  Aoo4/Alc)4  hydroxides forming during the anodic dissolving it is recommended to add tartaric  acid, citric acid or their salts tothe solution. The author then describes the  process of deep etching which is based on the dissolving of metals in especially  selected etching solutions. With this method,the metal can be nemoved either over  the whole surface of the part being treated or from individual sections. The proc-  ess of deep etching consists of the following basic operations: preliminary pre-  paration, application of chemically stable protective coatings to the surface of  the part being treated, etching, elimination of the anodic film and final protect-  ion from corrosion. There is 1 figure and I table.  Card 6/6    PHASE I BOOK EaWITATION SOV/6046  Pro esslvnaya tekhnologiya nanesenlya gallvanichookikh i khimicheskikh pokrytiY  FAdvanc ed Technology of Electrolytic and Chemical Deposition of Coatings)p 1408COOt  Mashgiz, 1962. 174 P. 11,000 copies printed.  Reviewert P. L. Faygellahtsyn, Engineer; Ed. of Publishing House: N. P.  Yevataflyeva; Tech. Ed.i L. A. Vladimirova; Managing Ed. for Literature  on Chemical and Textile Machine Buildingt V. I. Rybakova, Engineer.  FURPOSEi This book is intended for engineering personnel of electroplating  shops at machine-building plants.  COVEMAGE: The book contains materials reviewed at seminars of NIVTP imeni F. E.  Dzerzhinakiyp as well as materials based on the experience of plants. Modernp  most advanced preparatory processes and processes of electrolytic and chemical  deposition of coatings as applied by modern machine-building plants are out-  lined. Information on the eqipment, accessoriesy and auxiliary materials used  in carrying out these processes-is given along with a description of specific  Card 1,4    Advanced Technology of Electrolytic (Cont.) SOV6046  features of the preparation of metal surfaces for coating, and of the deposi-  tion of coatings. No personalities are mentioned. There are 91 references,  of which 84 are Soviet, 4 English, 2 Czech, and 1 German.  TABLE OF CONTENTS:  C4. 1. Preparation of the Surface For Coating 3  Machining- 3  Tachnology'of grinding and polishing 4  Dry and wet polishing barrels 15  Hydraulic-abrasive cleaning 16  Chemic 'al and electrochemical preparation of ferrous and nonferrous  metal surfaces 17  Degreasing 17  The use of emulsifiers in combined degreasing and pickling 18  Ultrasonic cleaning 19  Electrolytic polishing 20  Chemical polishing of ferrous and nonferrous metals 24  Card    TEMKINIAI-P-J.1~1-j Bpeto~. rod.; lItTINKNA, red,  c:~ati&ngq of hiau~;ejolrj pGdfl  7aoh:--hitno-dekoratlvnye pokrytlia izcelil b-itovogo  naznacheniia. Moskva, Gosbytizdat, 1963. 177 P.  (I-ARA 17: 10)    PHASE I BOOK EXPLOITATION sov/6503  Eychis, Andrey FetrovIch,and Berta Yc)kovlevna Temkina.  TekhnolOgiYa dov rkhnostnoy obrabotki alyuminlya I yego splavov  (Methods of Surface Treatment of Aluminum and its Alloys).  Moscow, Mashgiz, 1963. 253 P. 5200 copies printed.  Reviewer: Z. 1. Didyukov, Engineer; Ed.: D. V. Rikberg; Tech.  Ed.: M. S. Gornostaypolskaya; Chief Ed.: Mashgiz (Southerr,  Dept.): V. K. Serdyuk, Engineer.  PURPOSE: This book is intended for engineering personnel of  coating shops and may also be useful to engineers and designer3  engaged in designing metal structures made from aluminum and Its  alloys.  COVERAGE: The book describes modern processes of surface treatment  of aluminum and its alloyp and various methods of coating  metallic and nonmetallic materials with aluminum. Besides the  procedures of protective and decorative coatingo attention i&  given in this book to special types of eurraoe treatment such  au chemloal milling, thick anodizing, and photoehemical etching,  Card 1/~, IV    Methods of Surface Treatment (-Cont,) SOV16503  which extend the application range of aluminum as a structural  and coating material. No personalities are mentioned. There  are 99 references 53 SG\"ieto 31 English, 10 German, 4 French,  and I Croatian.  TABLE OF CONTMS:  For~..; a 3  Introduction 5  PhvAlcal and Mechanical Methods of Surface Treatment 15  Machining I  Painting 29  Deposition of plastic coatings 3  Enameling N  Chemical Methods of Surface Treatment 6o  Chemical Milling 60  Chemical palishing 69  Card 2/ '4  IV    ","creator":"","producer":"iTextÂ® 5.5.5 Â©2000-2014 iText Group NV (AGPL-version)","creationdate":"D:20161103045614Z","moddate":"D:20161103045614Z","trapped":"","fileName":"document.pdf","bounds":[[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210]],"bookmarks":[],"thumbnailType":"jpg","pageType":"html","pageLabels":[]};
